A patient-specific computational model of fluid-structure interaction in abdominal aortic aneurysms.
It is generally believed that knowledge of the wall stress distribution could help to find better rupture risk predictors of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs). Although AAA wall stress results from combined action between blood, wall and intraluminal thrombus, previously published models for patient-specific assessment of the wall stress predominantly did not include fluid-dynamic effects. In order to facilitate the incorporation of fluid-structure interaction in the assessment of AAA wall stress, in this paper, a method for generating patient-specific hexahedral finite element meshes of the AAA lumen and wall is presented. The applicability of the meshes is illustrated by simulations of the wall stress, blood velocity distribution and wall shear stress in a characteristic AAA. The presented method yields a flexible, semi-automated approach for generating patient-specific hexahedral meshes of the AAA lumen and wall with predefined element distributions. The combined fluid/solid mesh allows for simulations of AAA blood dynamics and AAA wall mechanics and the interaction between the two. The mechanical quantities computed in these simulations need to be validated in a clinical setting, after which they could be included in clinical trials in search of risk factors for AAA rupture.